DISTINCTIVE IMPACT GOALS

"One Maryland": Emphasize common challenges of rural, suburban and urban school systems, large and small

Serve as the "go to" place for answers and guidance

Provide a variety of professional development opportunities, networking, and training for new and established board members, tailored for school system needs

Create a governance structure that models working together to "walk the talk"

Work together and share best practices like model policies

Maximize benefits of MABE insurance programs and business connections

Support local boards of education in complex legislative initiatives, and grow legislative impact through MABE's collective voice in Annapolis

Engage with Accountability Implementation Board and State Board of Education to identify areas needing clarification, items of concern, and strategies to successfully implement the Blueprint Act

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE GOALS

Work to ensure that decisions and actions are informed by diversity of thought and inclusion

Measure training, event and committee outcomes using data-driven approach

Ensure we have the resources, authority and support to accomplish our mission for students

Plan strategically to implement quality efficiencies that always support the mission

Work to ensure state leadership adopts measures to help board members succeed, and prevent financial decisions that hinder success

LASTING ENDURANCE GOALS

Begin with strong and purpose-driven leadership in the driver's seat, who then positions the best staff in the right seats

Work to keep MABE "top of mind" to help fulfill local needs

Get out in front of legislation and current issues

Look to the entire organization for efficiencies

Continue and grow engagement and relationships with other educational organizations (PSSAM, AIB, State Board, etc.).

"If we get the right people on the bus, the right people in the right seats ... then we'll figure out how to take it someplace great."

~ Jim Collins, author of *Good to Great*